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THIS WEEK'S
ENTERTAINMENT SETS SAIL

WEATHER:

Captain Jack Sparrow, Lil' Wayne and the
X-Men are back and making this summer
huge. See pulse on Page 5.
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Enrollment for
summer decreases

Tourism on a tank

Enrollment drops 323 students from last summer

MusewiofNatmlHaaY

t*y KatMyivi Oi owitsi
Reporter

Melissa Snively, a senior education major, had her first class
Monday morning.
"I pulled into the parking lot
by 1 l.iishin,in and there were
no cars in the parking lot,"
Snively said.
Summer session started
Monday, but for many students
campus feels like a ghost town.
"I was walking to the education building and there was no
one on campus," Snively said.
"It was very eerie."
What Snively noticed is
the decrease in students
on campus.
Enrollment in the summer
sessions is down from last year
and administrators pinpoint
two causes.
"We have a total of 6,943
students enrolled; 457 fresh-
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Graduate student
remembered for spirit

ONLY ONLINE
■ WATCH atwwwbgnewiconi
Check outawdeo about where students
are going lor vacation on one tank of gas
VOTE a: (.wwlacebookcom/bgviews
Log on to Facebook to vote in a poll about
where you plan to visit on one tank of gas

Q

See TANK | Page 2

TWEET a: wwwtwitter.com/bgviews
Log on to Twitter and tweet flOneTank <?BGViews
to let us know where you ate traveling

LIFT TO THE LIMIT
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ByMurFilby
Reporter

Story compiled by The BG N«w» StmH | Photo llurtration by Byron Mack

The Town Center at Levta Commons
Located in Perrysburg, Ohio, Levis
Commons is an open shopping center
with restaurants, bars and a 12-screen sta-

See CLASSES | Page 2

120

Many places are accessible from Bowling Green with one tank of gas

One i.nik of gas can get you a round trip
to the following attractions in the region.
You can get away this summer, even if you
can only afford to take a vacation for an
afternoon. See how far these attractions are
from Bowling Green and what they offer.

men; 763 sophomores; 1,174
juniors; 2,279 seniors; 1,760
graduate students and 510
guests," said Christopher Cox.
University Registrar.
Cox also discussed the
difference in numbers from
last year.
"As of the first day of classes
total enrollment is 6,943." Cox
said. "Summer 2010 the total
for first day of classes was
7.266. We are currently down
323 students."
The main cause of the
decrease in students is the
issues which have risen with
graduate students, said
Timothy Messer-Kruse
"In the past, the Graduate
College has provided full and
unrestricted funding for summer school for the more than

Although the graduate college office is now missing one
of its staff members, Matthew
Karasek will be remembered
in a different way.
Matthew, an administrative graduate assistant, died
at the age of 35 at Wood
County Hospital May 6.
"His work was always very
good," said Tim MesserKruse, interim vice provost
for academic programs in the
graduate college. "He was the

Bed May 6,2011 at
| WxdCcuty
Hospital

ideal assistant."
To honor Karasek, The
Graduate College will list a
memorial section for him
in the 2011- 2012 graduate
course catelogue, which was
Karasek's last project as an
administrative assistant.
Karasek came to the
See STUDENT | Page 2

Residence Halls take on a new position
front desk and trains the staff "There's the whole
members who manage the
building.
campus to use for
"There's the whole campus
With the beginning of the
housing..."
first summer session in full to use for housing, but only
swing, Offenhauer is the Offenhauer is for students.
Lovida VanDerMolen
only option for on-campus Other residence halls are used
for conferences throughout the Program worker.
student housing.
"I work at the front desk and
During all three sessions of summer," VanDerMolen said.
Other residence halls are uti- make sure rooms are ready,"
summer classes, Offenhauer
is the primary residence hall lized at some point during the Hauck said.
for on-campus students to live. summer, with the exclusion of
"There are a tot less people,
Students can select a single or a Kohl and McDonald, which are but it's a more diverse group of
double room, with a single cost- receiving renovations.
ages, races and ethnicities," she
"The first conference we had said. "It's relaxing to be here
ing S150 a week and a double
costing $175 a week, said Tim was for the State Fire School during the summer"
ShaaL the Associate Director of and our largest is for Buckeye
It is unknown at this time
Boys State, which takes up a if the opening of the two new
Residence Life.
"We don't have a lot of stu- majority of Harshman and residence halls, Centennial
dents. We have three resident Kreischer," Shaal said.
and Falcon Heights, will have
advisers and one hall director
Founders is utilized most an effect on summer housing
that work with the building," often due to its air condi- in the future.
tioning, which is convenient
Shaalsaid
"Benefits to staying on camLovida
VanDerMolen, for people attending the pus during the summer are the
a recent graduate of the respective conference.
same as during the school year,"
University, works as the team
Alii Hauck, a senior, has Shaal said. "It's the convenience.
leader for Offenhauer, where lived in Founders the past two especially with Offenhauer being
she schedules workers at the years as a Summer Conference dose to the academic buildings"
By Dan Lamb
Reporter

LAUMNPOfF 1 'HtBGNEWS
HEAVY LIFTING: Shannon Watkins lifts during the clean and push press at the Great Black Swamp Olde-Time
Strongman Picnic, sponsored by Atomic Athletic
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SPORTS

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Skate paric opens in Gty Park

Time always moves forward

The skateboard park in City Park

Columnist Alicia Riedel says the transi-

Rucfofinishes SttMnWfchrmaj roif
^\-\.
- ,The BG Rugby team played in the Final Four

opened Friday for skating enthusiasts of

tton after a year at college engages critical

for the first time since 1998. UC Santa Barbara

all ages with the grand opening, delayed

thinking skills, which can be positive or

defeated the Falcons J0-S* Falcons fawned the

"I don't even ride the buses."

since November | Page 3

negative, depending on mindset | Paga 4

season 54-41 Paga *
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Where do you think the new shuttle buses
should run?
CATEYHOU
Senior, World Language Education

^ VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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CLASSES
From Page 1
1,000 students that it provides
assistantships to. As a result
of these policies, over the
past five years our graduates
have earned an average of 150
percent the number of credits required for their degrees"
Messer-Kruse said.
"This year, in order so to
use this aid more efficiently
and so that ultimately more
students can receive this sort
of financial aid in the future,
we have restricted the use of
these university fee waivers
(scholarships) to only those
courses required for completion of a graduate student's
particular course of study,"
Messer-Kruse said.
The other factor, causing
enrollment to decrease this
summer is guest students,
Cox said.
"It is difficult to surmise
why our guest students are
down in numbers this summer," Cox said. "Those that
we have spoken directly with

STUDENT
From Page 1
University this past year to
get his master's degree in
American Cultural Studies.
Karasek, who died two
weeks ago during an
emergencey surgery to
remove a bowel obstruction, is survived by his
father and brother, Joseph
B. and Joseph C.
Karasek's brother, Joseph
C. knew Karasek may not
come out of the surgery
alive due to the experience
Joseph C. has had as a residential nurse.
"I've seen it happen before
first hand," Joseph C. said.
"The likelihood for him to
survive was not very high."
Karasek grew up with
Joseph C. in Northern

have pointed to financial reasons for not taking classes at
this time."
Summer session enrollment not only affects professors too. There are fewer classes that are taught throughout
the summer.
"There are 739 individuals
teaching this summer, as a
comparison, there were 1,626
individuals teaching spring
2011 semester," Cox said.
lames Wilson Tyree, who
has been teaching at this
University for the past seven
years, is giving summer
teaching a try.
"This is another opportunity to work with students and
prepare them for their career
in education," Tyree said,
Tyree plans to hold the
same expectations for his students and expects the same
quality of work as he would
during the school year.
"I don't believe in busy work;
I believe in quality work,"
Tyree said.
The reasons behind a student's decision to take summer classes can vary.

"It is difficult to define
exact benefits or drawbacks
because the answer is based
on each student's individual
goals and preferences," Cox
said. "Many students use the
summer semester to either
keep their career on track to
graduate in four years."
The Registrar's office cites
one major benefit in taking
summer classes is the shorter
duration of classes.
"One of the big draws is
the opportunity to study in
courses at an accelerated rate,"
Cox said. "Rather than needing the traditional 15 weeks
to go through a course in fall
or spring, students are able to
complete courses in six. eight
or 12-week periods."
Despite the benefits of
summer classes, enrollment
is still down this summer.
"I have taken online courses
before, but now I am living up
in Bowling Green and taking
classes on campus," Snively
said. "It's definitely empty
here, but 1 need to be here so
I can finish up the classes I
need to take."

Cambria, Pa. where they coming to the University as
both took an interest in a graduate student. Karasek
things like meteorology, hoped to one day create
board games and comics.
a comic book with what
Upon recieving a solar he learned through the
system projection toy from American Cultural Studies
his father, Karasek immedi- program at the University.
ately took an intrest in the "He went to Bowling
weather, Joseph B. said.
Green because of the pub"If he wasn't watching lic book collection there,"
sports on the television he Joseph B. said. "He really
was watching The Weather loved to read and I think
Channel," Joseph B. said.
he wanted to create his own
Karasek knew he wanted comic book someday."
to learn more about meteoAside from his interests
rology ever since he won a in the weather, comic books
weather prediction contest and board games, Karasek
as a child, Joseph C said.
will be remembered for his
"Other people were com- spirit in and out of the workpeting in things like spelling place, Messer-Kruse said.
bees, but not him," Joseph
"It already seems like it's
C. said. "He really enjoyed Igraduate college office]
it, a lot."
missing
something,"
Karasek also gradu- Messer-Kruse said. "I le was
ated from Penn State with a wonderfully pleasant pera degree in English before son to be around."

You deserve a factual look at...

Apartheid in the Arab Kiddie East
How can tho H.H.
a Mln<i eye to hateful, discrimination against
people bocaus* of tholr ra*«, ethnicity, religion and Bonder?
While apartheid—the legally-sanctioned practice of segregation, denial of civil rights and persecution because of
race, ethnicity, religion or gender—has been eliminated in South Africa, where the term originated, it continues to
be practiced in many parts of the world, particularly in the Arab Middle East and Iran. Why does the United Nations
Human Rights Council continue to attack free, democratic Israel, yet refuse to condemn these true crimes against
humanity?
What arc the facts?
many Middle Eastern countries, including Kuwait.
Jordan. Libya and Iraq. In Lebanon. Palestinians must
Apartheid has been practiced in Middle East nations
live in designated areas, cannot own homes and are
for decades, yet it has managed to escape the scrutiny
barred from 70 occupations.
and condemnation of most of the world, including the
By contrast Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza
United Nations Human Rights Council. It's time to
are self-governing. They have their own government—
denounce these discriminatory laws and customs and
declare them illegal. Can moral people ignore such
the Palestinian Authority—hold elections lalbeit
irregularly! and run all aspects of civil society.
blatant, heinous examples of apartheid in the Middle
Religious Apartheid against Christians and lews.
East?
Racial Apartheid against oaaaaaaaaaaaaoaoooaaooi la-aaaBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBaaaa. Persecution, discrimination and
Black Africa.. One of the «[,„•. jt ,ime for the U.N. Human a"',cks. ■***. "2g"»
minorities, especially Christians
world s most deadly examples <''_,_«
racism is in Sudan, where Rights Council to Stop persecuting and Jews, are rampant in the
native black Sudanese have Israel and protest apartheid where Middlf *■* PreMure *» radical
been enslaved, persecuted and
.. ..
,
. n Islamists has become so great
slaufthtered by Muslim Arabs, it really lives—in Arab nations?
that in the Last 20 years some
According lo the Christian ■^^■^^■^^■^^ ■■■•—••-■—•»—•«—•. two million Christians have
been driven out of their Middle East homelands.
Science Monitor, the "Darfur pogrom is part of a
Christians in the Palestinian territories have dropped
historic continuum in which successive Arab
from 15 percent of the population in 1950 to just two
governments have sought to entirely destroy black
percent today. In Egypt, two Coptic Christian churches
Africans in this biracial nation ... The raison d'etre of
were burned down over the past year, and according to
the atrocities committed by government-supported
a recent NPR report Egyptian police commonly stand
Arab militias is the racist, fundamentalist, and
by and watch as Copts are physically attacked by
undemocratic Sudanese state." Since 1983. more than
Islamist vigilantes. In Saudi Arabia, Christians and
two million black Sudanese have been killed, displaced
Jews may not be citizens at all. Some 700,000 Jews
or exiled.
have been forced out of Arab nations, effectively
Ethnic Apartheid against the Kurds. Few ethnic
extinguishing the Jewish population in the region,
minorities in the Middle East have suffered as much
except in Israel, the world's only Jewish state. In the
repression as the Kurds. In Syria in 1962. hundreds of
disputed Palestinian territories. Jews are the victims of
thousands of Kurds had their citiienship taken away or
hate-motivated murders and, according to Palestinian
were denied citizenship, In 2008. the Syrian
president Mahmoud Abbas, Jews will be banned from
government issued Decree 49. which expelled Kurds
any future Palestinian state.
from the country's so-called "Arab Belt" and
Gender AparthiU against Women. A 2002 United
dispossessed them of rights to own land. The Kurdish
Nations report states that "women in Arab League
Union Party called this an "ethnic cleansing decree ...
countries suffer from unequal citizenship and legal
aimed at ending national Kurdish existence." In Iran,
entitlements often evident... in voting rights and legal
following the Islamic revolution, the Shiite majority
codes land] from inequality of opportunity, evident in
denied the Kurds a role in defining the new
employment status, wages and gender-hased
constitution, and in 1979, Ayatollah Khomeini declared
occupational segregation.' In Saudi Arabia, women must
a holy war against Kurdish political organizations:
walk on separate sidewalks, must be covered from head
Entire Kurdish villages and towns were destroyed, and
lo toe, and are not allowed to drive or vote in municipal
thousands of Kurds executed without due process.
Ethnic Apartheid against Palestinian Arabs. For
elections. Women in many Middle Eastern countries are
commonly forced into marriages, the law usually
some 40 years Palestinians have been denied
requires absolute obedience to husbands, and millions of
citizenship in Syria, Egypt, Lebanon, Kuwait, Saudi
girls must undergo genital mutilation.
Arabia and Iraq. Palestinians have been expelled from
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University gets new buses, sports
new look for campus shuttle
By Bobby Wad*

Reporter
During the summer, the
University Shuttle Service
takes a break along with the
recently vacated students by
shutting regular service down
and exclusively providing
charter services.
The service also uses the
time to review and repair itself
with three new shuttles arriving in June, said Aaron Kane,
parking and shuttle manager.
Shuttle supervisor Fred
Smith said the buses cost
$360,885 altogether. They
were paid for with money that
is set aside every year for the
purpose of replacing buses at
around $66,000 a year.
New shuttles will be replacing two of the old shuttles,
including one the University
started using in 1999.
Smith emphasizes the wearand-tear buses take as they age.
"A school bus itself would
only last about 10 years," Smith
said. "We are comparable to
five or six school buses each
day with the mileage we put on
our buses."
Four routes run during the
regular school year, with each
bus putting on 200 miles a
day. Smith said the buses put
on a combined 5,000 miles
every week.
"We drive from Bowling
Green to Los Angeles and back,

TANK
From
dium-seating movie theater.
The shopping center includes
Books-A-Million, Gamestop,
and Yankee Candle, as Well as
places to eat and drink such
as Bar Louie, Max and Erma's,
Schakolad Chocolate Factory
and Johnny Rockets.
Source: www.leviscommons.com
Distance: 15 miles
Toledo Mud Hens Game at
Fifth Third Field
Located in downtown
Toledo, Fifth Third Field is
home to the Toledo Mud
Hens, a world-class Triple-A
minor league baseball team.
Standard game tickets cost $9
but depend on special events.
The stadium also features a
(bod court and retail store. The
area surrounding the stadium
also includes several restaurants, cafes and bars.
Source: web.minorleaguebasebalLcom
Distance: 25 miles

"We are comparable to five or six school
buses each day with the mileage we put
on our buses."
Fred Smith | Shuttle Supervisor

every week, at 15 miles per
hour, if you add all the miles I
put on those buses in a week,"
he said.
Smith said the new shuttles
will not be too different from
the others, but there are some
key changes such as the placement of an engine in the back
of the bus instead of the front.
"We won't have people tripping over the dog houses anymore," he said. "If you've ever
been (on a bus] or sat on it for
any length of time, you'll see
people trip over the engine car.
"They will drive a little bit
better in the weather because
the weight is over the drive
axle now instead of the steering axle," he added.
The Art department is helping the change by designing
the University insignia that
will adorn the buses, marking
the first time the service has
worked with the department.
"I think they're going to be,
aesthetically, far more pleasing," Smith said. "They're
not quite so "school bus-ish"
anymore."
Some students, including
junior Brett Minor, said the old

does not require admission
to Cedar Point and includes
go-kart tracks, miniature golf
and other rides such as the
Skyscraper, which features a
giant propeller consisting of
two arms that spins guests in
a full circle. Tickets for admission to Cedar Point cost $46.99
if bought directly from the
park. Soak City tickets cost
$31.99. Individual amusements in Challenge Park range
from $5 to $30. Specials are
offered for passes into all three
parks.
Source: www.cedarpoint.
com
Distance: 60 miles

buses worked just fine.
"I don't see the point in getting new shuttles," Minor said.
"These shuttles look pretty
dean for being buses."
Ben Alguire, a senior at the
University, said the addition of
shuttles could help reduce the
number of cars and gas usage
at the University.
"It will attract more people to ride the buses, which
would help universities be
more environmentally sound,"
Alguire said.
According to Smith, the look
and upkeep of the bus helps
project a positive image of the
University during charters,
particularly during admissions trips for potential students and their families.
"We're the first thing
(admissions groups) see on
campus," he said. "When
you're in school here, we're
here all the time, then when
you come back as alumni,
we're still here. Nobody else
on campus can make the
claim that we deal with you
through all three phases of
your career wit h the University."

store, lounge and beer hall.
Tickets range from $5 to $90.
Comerica Park also hosts
several concerts and other
events.
Source: detroit.tigers.mlb.
com
Distance: 85 miles
Windsor
As the Southern-most city
in Canada, this trip requires
a passport or an enhanced
driver's license. The city
includes several attractions
from the Caesars Windsor
hotel to Little Italy and several parks and museums.
Windsor also offers a simpler attraction with its lively
downtown environment.
Source: www.citywindsor.
ca
Distance: 90 miles

Exhibit Museum of Natural
History
Located in Ann Arbor,
Mich., the museum includes
displays of prehistoric life,
wildlife, anthropology, geolRock and Roll Hall of
ogy, a planetarium and the Fame
most extensive dinosaur
Located in Cleveland,
exhibit in Michigan. The the Hall of Fame has seven
museum is open seven days floors with eighteen pera week and admission is manent exhibits and three
free although donations to five featured exhibits,
are welcomed. Other events including the "500 Songs
and exhibits might require That Shaped Rock and Roll."
Cedar Point
tickets.
Exhibits feature some of
"America's Roller Coast" has
Source: www.lsa.umich. the most influential artists,
four roller coasters that are edu/exhibitmuseum
engineers and others who
more than 200 feet tall and
Distance: 70 miles
are well-known in the music
75 rides, which is more than
industry. Several artists have
any other amusement park in
Detroit Tigers Game at been inducted into the Hall of
the country. The park's loca- Comerica Park
Fame including Elvis Presley,
tion on a peninsula surroundLocated in downtown Michael Jackson, Madonna
ed by Lake Erie in Sandusky, Detroit, Comerica Park is and Queen. Admission costs
Ohio, also provides a mile- home to the Detroit Tigers, a $22 for adults. Special exhiblong beach. Outdoor water major league baseball team. its and events might, require
park Soak City is also located The ballpark attractions additional ticket costs.
on the same peninsula, as include a carousel, Ferris
Source: wwwjockhaU.com
is Challenge Park. This park wheel, food court, retail
Distance: 120 miles

f^tMEIFTK

Only l&raei, among ail Middle Eastern nations, guarantees equal emit rights for all its citizens, regardless of race,
ethnicity, religion, gender or sexual preference. Israel is the only country in the Middle East In which the
Christian population is growing. Some 1.4 million Israeli Arabs enjoy more rights than citizens in any Arab
country. Isn't it time hr the V.N. Human Rights Council to stop persecuting Israel and condemn apartheid where
it really thvs—in Arab nations—and demand immediate reform and sanctions against all countries that commit
such crimes against humanity?
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BYRON MACK I THE BG NEWS
AIR: Justin Herman. 17. of Bowling Green Htgh School practices doing a Kick Flip Christ Air.

BYRON MACK

IHtBGNEWS

GRAB SOME AIR: Ed Simpson 21 of Bowling Green pulls off a mid -air Nose Grab Friday afternoon for the grand opening of the skate park.

Skate park observes opening, exhibits community teamwork
BvKmEb

While the official ribboncutting took place upon the
park's completion in late
Although Mother Nature November of last year, Otley
changed her mind with rain and the city staff held off for
toward the end of Friday eve- more accommodating condining'sfestivities, theafternoon tions to officially recognize
paved the way for dozens of the park. 1 lowever, there was
skateboard enthusiasts and no shortage of eager skate
onlookers who participated in artists 'shooting the pool'
the official grand opening of throughout the chill of fall and
the city's new skate park.
winter, with some even shovLocated in the far south- eling snow in order to practice
west corner of City Park, the their craft.
"Some of the finish work
6,000-square-foot montage of
concrete and steel features an wasn't done; light poles and
impressive collection of ramps, things like that weren't done,"
dips, rails, stairs and a pool for Otley said on the park's incepfour-wheeled devotees of all tion. "We just thought it wasn't
ages and experience levels to the best time of year (for a
hone their skills.
grand opening). We knew
"We've really been get- they were going to use it, so
ting positive feedback, sur- we let them know it was done
prisingly even from col- and let them use it. And then
lege studaots-ryoui more ip. .jjh,e. spring (we decided
experienced skaters who to^do spmething, really cool
said, yeah this is nice and something really big, somechallenging'—but it's still thing really fun and more of
welcoming to new skaters," a grand opening."
said Bowling Green Parks
Before that vision could be
and Recreation Coordinator realized, though, there were
Kristin Otley, who oversaw funds to be raised in addition
Friday's grand opening to years of planning to ensure
the completion of the skate
extravaganza.
Reporter

BLOTTER
12:OOA.M.
James R. Weinandy, 49. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired.
possession of marijuarw and drug
paraphernalia within the 400
block of S. Grove St.

7RM.
Robert J Sheeks. 40. of Bowing
Green, was arrested on active warrant
from Ottawa County Sheriffs Office

12:25 A.M.
Manfred Julien. 23, of Bowling
Green, was cited for nuisance
party regulations. Cody C
Palmer, 20. of Genoa. Ohio, was
cited for underage possession of
alcohol. Trenton H Sheets, 20,
of Bowling Green, was cited for
underage possession of alcohol
and marijuana and was arrested
on active warrant from the Wood
County Sheriffs Office. All three
occurred near South Main Street
and East Napoleon Road.

729 RM.
LeviR Klau 22, of Toledo was cited
(or driving under suspenson/norv
OTmpkance within the 400 block of E.
WsosterSt
8:35 RM.
A complainant reported a purple and
yellow see-saw stolen from the front
yard of a house within the 1000 block
of E Waster St The see-saw has
"Delta Sigma Pi" painted on it and is
valued at apprcwrrBtely $50.

11:00 P.M.
Victor A Brio, 25, of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct/nuisance party regulations and Alan
MykeJ Greason, 20, of Detroit Mich,
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PoeRoadtobe one lane
dun no, construction
Students travefrig thxughcut Bowfexj
Green this summer ma/ have to find a new

response to the recesscn
As for the East Woosta censtruoxn

once the actual road repairs begn it wil est

Craft sad he department is scheoued to

between two and two and ahal weeks

meet wrth contractors to discuss sdewaV and

Barrels on fte Road were sehedded

roadway repars that wi take pace en the

to go up Monday, but Craft sad the recent

north and south srjrsdlhestreet The stfe-

heavy rah delayed the project If the weath-

wak wl be replaced between the ralroad

er contrues to be an issue ccrenuctbn wl

trades and Rasped Road as the rcedvay s

be pushed back untl condtiens improve

worked en from Prospect to Erterpnse

way to class
Craft said«is important for anyone
one lane from the ralroad trades to the nter-

Dulng one phase d the ccnsmxrbn

traveling to watch for signs and pay atten-

a section d Wboster Street wl be ccn>

ten to the detour

pletefy dosed off to drivers, Craft sad

secton at ftrbridge Road City could met

12 A.M.
Darin Matthew Carrow. 24. of
Newark. Ohio, and Jaime Garcia Jr.
20, of Leipsic, Oho. were ated for
disorderly conduct/fighting at the

Monday ard confrmed construction projects

Oral

eijht weeks with the propel wrapping up in

cnfteRoadand on East Wfcoster Street
Pubk Works Orecta Bran Daft sad the
ccnsmjdwicnFbeRcad is set to fast so to

Both constjucnxi projects are pan d

"That wl be the pavng day" Craft said

a stimulus project funded through the

VVhmlhwaierherecbrgttierrilnjtraf-

Ameitan Reinvestment and Recovery Act

fewlbenHriaredlJrcudithatccmJor

The act passed in 2009 and was established

But the day we actualy pave t we wl have

by the Cbarra adrnnstraticn to create

a detour set up Ike we dd ast tit

jobs and provide eccromx growth as a

1221 AM
Shawn R. Laver. 21. of Delta, Oho
was cited for possession of manjuana
and drug paraphernata near Pike
Street and Thurstn Avenue

2:56 A.M.
Brandon James Cooper. 23, of
Maumee, Ohio, was cited for no
operators license and driving under
suspension near South Enterprise
and Grant Street

Signing Special
Piedmont Apt*.
Spacious 2 bdrm.
unfurnished Apts
Starting at $445.00
MilpnflM.rc" IS
IfVuAfayJI
V—

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
4 |l)-U(>2-L!.-, 14

Wxaer Street B stil n the earfy stages.

ing lights, and clearly-posted
rules which is required for the
city to be protected by Ohio's
Recreation Immunity Law.
"Unless we knew there was a
spike sticking up and we didn't
do anything about it, then we
would be negligent (due to
accidents)," Otley said. "It's
the same thing with having a soccer field out there
or a baseball diamond or
a playground or anything."
In addition to spectators
being treated to an afternoon
of skateboard flash from
locals as well as Team Just
Skateboards, music was provided by FM 88.1 along with
live musical acts Hemline
Theory, Boogaloosa Prayer
and Smoke Theory. The people in attendance at the free
event also enjoyed food provided ,by ydoba Mexican GrilL
{, With, hopes of the skate
park providing fun, freedom and enjoyment for an
abundance of years to come,
Otley thanked all those
involved to make the skate
park endeavor a success.
"The community supported
this," said Otley. "We got some

SPRING

* l +2 BR

Apartments Available •
« Semester Leases *
. Minutes from BGSU »
» Pet friendly community *
• Utilities included *

Located at.

md-Juty He also sad whle work on East

CITY
BRIEF

Stamng today, Roe Read wl be reduced to
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Skateboards, a semi-professional skateboard pack
of 14 years which made an
appearance to highlight the
special occasion.
"I like this because they
took a couple of (ideas) from
California, which is where it
originated from, and they try
to bring it here," Purley said,
an original lust Skateboards
member who has been riding
for nearly 25 years. "Like these
little hovers right here, that's
straight from San Iran(cisco).
That's awesome ... these kids
are going to get to train on this.
That's cool that they've even
got a cement park."
As for the art of skating,
Purley stressed that the benefits of skateboarding reach
far beyond perfecting tricks
on four wheels.
",'I Wsis as dose to lieedornas
you're going to get in lite in general." he said. "Skateboarding
is it. I'm telling you."
Addressing any potential
insurance and liability issues.
Otley stressed safety first at
the newest addition to City
Park, pointing out a wellmaintained facility, includ-

Preferred
Properties Co.

VILLAGE
M

11:01 P.M.
Oscar A Garcia. 18, and Jose L
Puente. 18. both of Toledo, were cited
for underage under the influence of
alcohol withcn the 200 btod of N
Church St

the new refuge to practice an
art form which is sometimes
thought of as troublesome.
"We had nowhere else to
go," Parsons said. "We had a
skate park in the mall, then
they closed that and we had
absolutely nothing. We could
always go lo the campus, and
then we'd get in trouble there."
But now, thanks to the collective efforts of all involved,
that problem
may be
squelched due to the opening of the new park, which
contains stair steps for gaps,
hovers and rails along with
manual pads.
"It's got everything but a
mini-ramp," Parsons said.
With the addition of the new
skate facility, the camaraderie
among the skateboard community has grown stronger,
Parsons.^aid,, , ,,r,„ .,
"We all gut.a lo| closer and
stuff like that," Parsons said
about the skateboard community. "I mean, everybody's
always here, especially for a
good time all-around."
Parsons'
sentiments
were echoed by Burt Purley,
30, of Toledo's Team, lust

1:13 A.M.
Lloyd L Belmori 27 of Toledo, was
cited for disorderly conduct/fighting
at Uptown Downtown

9:41 RM.
Hongru Li. 20. of Bowling Green,
was cited for driving outside bcense
restrictions within the 800 blodc of
KlotzRoad

1:44 A.M.
Anthony A Kaufman, 20, of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
drug abuse, carrying concealed
weapons and offenses involving
underage persons after being
found with hallucinogenic mushrooms and a "throwing star type
weapon near East Napoleon
Road and South Prospect Street.

APART

was arrested for underage/under the
influence both within the 500 block of
E Merry Ave.

2:44 A.M.
Shaun M. Frey. 18. of Weston. Ohio
was cited for littering on public
property after throwing he cigarette
butt out the passenger window of
a vehicle near North Prospect and
Ridge streets

SAT., MAY 14

facility, which was designed by
Who .Skates of Kennebunkport,
Maine, and constructed by A A
Boos & Sons of Oregon, Ohio.
As Otley pointed out, some
financial means were available through the Parks and
Recreation budget. Much of
the necessary funding was
provided courtesy of private
community donations.
"Finding the money was
really the biggest thing," she
said. "The youth came and
said 'hey, there's a need here.'
And the city recognized that.
The mayor was actually the
one that said he'd be more
than happy to have a skate
park at this space in City Park.
It was a matter of getting the
youth organized, getting them
out in the community, and
letting them know that there
really,was.a need, and then
raising the money."
Local skater Chris Parsons,
18, was one of several residents responsible for accomplishing the task. As a skateboarder of 10 years, Parsons
explained the need for such
a venue along with his fellow
skaters' appreciation of having

l c-amw f»»

Now Renting

2011-2012
School Year

Bring in coupon and receive*
(50 of first months rent*
when lease Is signed1,

Other LocationsFox Run Apts ,
Birchwood (small pet allowed) ,
1 Bedroom A Efficiency Houses •

OFFICE HOURS:!
'Summer mnd nmatfr
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30!
!•*•*• mvmllabkil
KjOS.MaplsSt.'
419-352-9378:

WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cookingl > 24 Hr Maintenance
Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

Free Resident Shuttle

> 1&2 Bedroom Apts

Air Conditioning

> Free Water& Trash

Free DVD Library

£ SUMMIT TERRACE

- APARTMENTS
Offict: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm,Sat 11am-3pm

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"I was walking to the education building and there was no one on campus."
- Melissa Snively said, on the decrease in enrollment of on-campus students [see story, pg. 1]
Wednesday. May 18.2011 4

THE STREET

Where do you think the new shuttle buses should run?
"Copper Beach'

"Copper Beach and

"Walmart."

"Anywhere off

k

Walmart"

campus"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own tale on
today's People On The
JERRAD
COTTON.
Senior.
Aviation

Transition home after

College is often a time of
searching and questions.
If you are a student at the
University, you have probably been asked to "think
critically'' more times than
you can count.
As we continue from the
close of this academic year,
it is likely that many students, especially freshmen,
are asking themselves gut
wrenching questions about
existence, identity and the
"meaning of life." I remember coming to the University
and making the transition
into college life my freshman year, only to leave for
the summer to transition
into life at home. However,
as anyone who has gone
to college or can recall any
other life transition can tell
you, there is not really a transition back. Hie transition
is always forward. Going
home is not the same as it
was because you are taking
everything from this new
experience back with you.
During the first year
experience and going home
afterward, 1 found that it
was no longer enough for me
to "be"—I needed to be able
to "explain." It was no longer
enough to "think," I needed
to "know." You are left with a
challenge, as popular speaker and writer Christopher
West states: "The truth is not
afraid of your questions. The
question is, are you afraid of
the truth?"
Critical thinking is an
ongoing challenge to question and analyze. This may
be done with one of two
goals in mind. One of the
goals that may be undertaken is destructive. In learning
to think critically, students
are encouraged to analyze,

Respond to Alicia at
theneivs@bgiiews.com

check us out online (f

BGViews

www.

com

a question? Give us your
feedbackatbqviews.com.

Methods of interrogation are un-American

school year brings new
understanding
dissect, and deconstruct
arguments in order to
understand and evaluate
them. In light of this goal,
this method of deconstruction may be taken to
the point of theory. It can
be taken to the extent that
everything is considered to
be nothing. To think of this
visually, I imagine a clock.
When the clock is running,
you can see that it tells the
time. If you take the clock
and pull it apart so that it
is only pieces, the clock no
longer tells the time and you
can even say that it is no longer a clock. This is how the
destructive goal is reached.
The user goes through life
with the purpose of deconstructing everything others
claim to be true. The goal is
to prove that the only truth
is that nothing is true.
The second goal that may
be taken is constructive.
This goal seeks the truth
through the analysis of
arguments. Deconstruction
may be used as a method of
understanding an argument
but not a theory. In this case,
the clock is taken apart to
see how it works and then
put back together. The clock
is recognized not merely as
pieces, but as a clock that
tells the time when all of
those pieces work together.
I believe in the second
goal, and this is the goal I
encourage you to pursue
as you begin another summer and another transition.
Explore, question, analyze
and take things apart to see
how they work, but do not
stop with all the pieces scattered on your workbench.
Put them back together with
new understanding. Clearly
the world and life are more
than nothing. In short, do
not be afraid of questions
and do not be afraid to seek
the truth.

Street? Or a suggestion for

NICKMONNIN.
Senior,
Aviation

MCKINZEY
THOMPSON,
Juniof,
Biology

JOELBORTON
Junior.
Aviation

Since President Obama
announced on May 1 that a
team of Navy SEALs—on
orders from the president—
killed Osama bin Laden, many
controversialissueshave taken
center stage in the American
political discussion.
There are those who want
to give all of the credit to former President George W. Bush
(even though he spent seven
years not getting bin Laden).
There are those who make a
big deal out of the fact that bin
Laden was not armed when
he was executed by American
forces. (I would point out
that he also was not armed
when he caused the death of
more than 3,000 Americans
on Sept. 11,2001). Then there
are the conspiracy theorists
who, almost immediately
after President Obama made
the announcement about bin
Laden's execution, were saying that it was all a hoax and
he is not actually dead. This
is directly contradicted by the
fact that even al-Qaeda has
admitted that OBL was killed.
One issue has re-emerged,
however, which really gets
my goat and that is the use
of "enhanced interrogation
techniques" in interrogat-

ing terror suspects. First off,
I hate the term "enhanced
interrogation techniques."
Why don't we call it what it
actually is... torture? Many
pundits, coincidentally these
are primarily the same ones
who want to give Dubya all
the credit, have been arguing
that the information which
led our forces to OBL was
obtained through torture at
the federal terrorists detention
center at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. Other pundits, usually the ones like me who feel
that the majority of the credit
for OBL's death goes to the
brave men and women of our
Armed Forces and President
Obama, say that it is extremely
short-sighted to try to credit
the information about OBL's
location to any one source
because this knowledge, most
likely, came from many sources over the course of several
years. Personally, I feel like
looking at the issue of where
the information came from is
a moot point. The question
should be, "Who do we want
America to be?"
This is an argument that
I used to have with friends
and family about three times
a week back when President
Bush and his cronies were
defending the use of torture to
glean information from suspected terrorists on a regular
basis, 1 would always make
the point that these people
(suspected terrorists) were bad

people who had killed many
Americans and are always
plotting to kill more. "They
didn't have mercy on us when
they intentionally killed 3,000
of our citizens on 9/11," one
of my friends said to me. So I
asked him the question that
I posed to you eariier. "Who
do we want America to be?"
The fact is, they are terrorists.
Their goal is to kill innocent
people and strike terror into
the hearts of good, decent
folks—hence the term "terrorist." We, on the other hand, are
America. The "bright, shining
city on the hill," as Ronald
Reagan once put it.
We are supposed to be a
model of civility, respect and
justice for the rest of the world.
We are supposed to be the ultimate "good guys"—a nation of
idealists and humanitarians.
If we let the terrorists
change that, then haven't they
ultimately achieved their terrorist goals?
Keep in mind that like most
of the nation, I could not help
but be ecstatic about the death
of OBL—although celebrating
anyone's death is totally out of
character for me—because it
meant that the families who
lost loved ones on 9/11 may be
able to finally achieve some
sort of closure. I also cheered
OBL's death because it means
that thebrave men and women
who have made the ultimate
sacrifice fighting in America's
longest war did not do so in

vain because our ultimate
goal of killing OBL was accomplished. That being said, even
if it becomes an indisputable
fact that torturing detainees
led to the finding and assassination of OBL, I still think that
torture is wrong.
The fact is OBL was old
and sick—he has been on
kidney dialysis for about ten
years—and would have died
eventually anyway. Besides
that, torture most often (and
this is not a fact, just common sense) wields inaccurate
information—if you pull out
someone's
fingernails
they will tell you they are
from Mars and have a pet
giraffe named Herbert to
get you to stop.
All-in-all, I feel like finding and killing the world's
most notorious terrorist was
a great day for America, but it
is not worth the price of our
collective soul. It is not worth
becoming the thing which we
most despise.
Terrorists torture people,
and I feel like if we act like
the terrorists, with no regard
for human rights (not to mention the Geneva Convention
which forbids any country
from using torture as a means
to acquire information), then
we in a sense become terrorists ourselves and that, to me,
is unacceptable.
Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com

Remember summer events with music, photos
First, I like the idea of creating a summer soundtrack. I
put together about 20 songs
on a CD and have it in my car
at all times. I burn replicas
of the CD for my friends so
they can sing along whenWhen we were younger, sum- ever they are in my car. Not
mers seemed to last forever. only does this CD create an
Now we are older and they anthem for the summer, but
seem to be over in the blink it encases the summer into
your memory with every hook
of an eye.
I've tried to stop time, but it or chorus. Every time 1 pop in
doesn't really work. No matter my past summer CDs, they
what we do we can't stop get- take me back to memories of
ting older, but we can make past years.
the most of our youth. To me,
Another great way to make
the school year is time for me the summer one you will
to be an adult; the summer is remember forever is to cretime for me to be a kid.
ate a digital photo album.
In the past few years I have Take pictures! What better
developed a few ways to get way to relive great moments
the most out of the summers than with a bunch of ridicuI have left before I enter my lous photos of you and your
career and become a full- friends doing the stupid stuff
time adult.
you love to do? You may not

be able to remember what
you did some nights, but
the camera on your phone
will give you some evidence.
Whether it be at the end of the
summer or 30 years from now,
you will be able to take a gander at these pictures, laugh at
yourself and relive the great
moments.
I am trying out one final
idea this summer to help me
get the most out of my days
of freedom. Every day I text a
friend the day of summer and
then anything else I would
like to tell them. For example,
if it has been a week since the
semester ended I would send
"Day 7"Ibelieve this will make
you reflect on every single day.
I recall, in past years, missing large blocks of time and
thinking 'Wow, summer is
almost over." Now 1 acknowledge the day before it passes

and I am getting closer to a
friend.
Around March every year I
become very nostalgic about
summer and I just cannot
wait to be out of classes and
be in the warm sun. I begin
to reminisce about past summers and wish I would not
have taken those days for
granted.
This year, I am trying to
get the most out of this time
of freedom. I plan on being
more spontaneous. Whenever
my friends call me at 1 a.m. to
go to Denny's or some abandoned building, I'm going
to put sleep aside and take
advantage of being young. As
long as the summer CD is
playing, I'll be down with any
sort of adventure.
Respond to Stephan at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how lo get in touch with us for letters to the
editor:

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than J00
words. These are usually in response
to a cunent issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed as
space on the Opinion Page permits.
Additional Letters to the Editor or
Guest Columns may be published
online Name, year and phone
number should be included for verification purposes Personal attacks,
unverified information or anonymous
submissions wl not be printed.

attachment to thenews(»bgnews.
com with the subject line marled
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS,

THE PULSE

•>-

CATCH THE PULSE ON FACEBOOK
Follow The Pulse / The BG News
on Facebook for your daily dose
of Pulse enterlainment news.
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ALBUMS
Brad Paisley - This Is
Country Music"

MOVIES
"The Hangover: Part II"
Opening May 26

"100 Questions"
Premieres May 27

"X-Men: First Class"
Opening June 3

"America's Got Talent"
Premieres May 31

"Mr. Popper's Penguins"
Opening June 17

"Hot In Cleveland"
Premieres June 16

"Green Lantern"
Opening June 17

"The Gates"

TELEVISION

VIDEOGAMES
"The Legend of Zelda:
Ocarina of Time" - June

BOOKS
"Lies That Chelsea Handler
Told Me" by Chelsea
Handler
Available now

Out May 24
Death Cab For Cutie "Codes and Keys"
Out May 31

"Bossypants" by Tina Fey
Available now

Lil Wayne - "Tha Carter IV"
Out June 21

"In The Garden of Beasts"
by Erik Larson
Available now

Premieres June 20
.,.,

"Horrible Bosses""--■•■ ■•
Opening July 8

,. ,' .1.

i

,'TW

"Weeds*"*' ""'''■'7P'",''rt,,,;f*1

David Cook -"This Loud
Morrtmg'»i" ••"""

Premieres June 27

Out June 28

"Bachelor Pad"
Premieres August 9

"Does The Noise In My
Head Bother You?: A
Rock 'n' Roll Memoir" by
Steven Tyler

3 Doors Down - "Time of
My Life"
Out July 19

Available now
"Full Dark, No Stars" by
Stephen King
Available May 24

Mary J. Blige - "My Life II,
The Journey"
Out September 20

Easy ways to take a road trip worry free
AMANDA McGUIRE
RZICZNEK
PUISflO! ' !

9.

"Now You See Her" by
James Patterson
Available June 27

mer made me anxious and
worried. Even though glutenfree diets are ;ill the rage for
their "detox-abilities." there's
a huge difference between
choosing a diet and adhering
to a specific diet for health
reasons. Those who suffer

While many love summer for
its breezy nights, lazy days from Cellac disease and other
and fresh tomatoes, I love gluten intolerances cannot
summer road trips. From digest wheat, barley, rye, and
one-tank adventures to coast- oats. In fact, their bodies see
to-coast jaunts, I can't imag- these nutrients as enemies
ine a summer wit hout at least they must fight against, leadsome time behind the wheel ing to many painful results.
Determined to find hope
with the windows down and
in my husband's diagnosis,
the radio cranked.
Obviously, though, my we've tested and found some
favorite part is eating. I live gluten free solutions durfor sandwiches made from ing day trips that will make
the passenger seat and fruit traveling longer distances
from roadside stands. And this summer almost as easy
even weeks before a trip, 1 as before. While these are
will spend days research- smart practices for all highing local restaurants and way travelers, it's reassuring
plotting side trips that usu- to know that gluten free diets
ally involve local markets or can be accommodated, even
on the road.
chocolate factories.
Pack a cooler: Whether
But after my husband was
diagnosed with a gluten we're visiting family in
intolerance this spring, the Cleveland or heading 10 West
thought of traveling this sum- Virginia to meet up with old

friends, we always pack a
cooler stocked with gluten free essentials such as
cereal, fruit, chips, cheeses,
condiments, bread, and
Boar's Head lunchmeat
(most Hoar's Head products
are gluten free and easily available at Stimmel's
Market.) As we explore cities and come across markets, we continue to add
to the cooler. And if we
ever run into a situation
where a menu isn't gluten
free friendly, we are never
without food. Regardless of
dietary restrictions, packing our own meals is a
lot more economical and
helps us avoid unhealthy
fast food.
Know your resources: It's
probably the Composition
teacher in me, but I am
addicted to research. I
could set up camp at the
Jerome Library—sleeping
bag and all. EBSCOhost

MEDIA
REVIEWS

WHAT ZACHGASE THINKS:
WHAT BRADFORD MILLER THINKS:

It's been nearly three years sree the Seattle-

of the atom w*h a man who is unhappy with

based Fleet Foxes released thet landmark serf-

Us amoral lifestyle and wants a change And

With a perfect cast, amazing oVectnn and

tided atom

"The Hans /Bitter Dancer" aludes to the procfc-

producing and genunefy surpnsfig laughs,

gal son over some masterful gurtar

Bridesmaids proves mat chid fids aren't just

The band returns with "Hopelessness Blues."
which features the same sound - bsh mub-

Pecknokfs scngwnting has vastly mproved

nstnment soundscape and hamTonced vocals.

from the group's frst atom because he is able

Kristin Wig. who plays Annie n the f4n s

that rs unite any other contemporary band

to tadle subject matter that is dad without

an absolute comedc genus As an al-star cast

rraUig < overwhemngry depressing

member on SNL she has proven she has an

Musicalythe Fleet Foes haw no equal As

for gnS anymore

a six-piece band they create sorx masterpieces

The best example of this would be the

unorthoctox knad for making people smle In

with beautiful melodes and perfectly executed

dmaw. The Shme/An A/gumer*." *i which

the case of Bridesmaids, she soMrhes her talent

harmonies which sound nostakjc but at the

Pednold sings "In the momng wakng up to

by creating genunery funny bughs And with

same tme. fresh and somethng I've never

temble sunkght /Al diffuse Ike skit abuse the

co-stars Ike Maya RudxpS (SNL). Mefcssa

heard before

sun is half its see / When you tat ycu tardy

McCarthy (Mteand Mofc> Wendt McLendon-

even look in my eyes*

Covey (Reno 911) aid Rose Bryne (Damages),

But "Hopelessness Blues" is a venture from

ft almost feels Ike you're wrth the guys, rather

their previous work, as made dear by lead

Treerxlmg of "The Sfme/An Argument rs

snger/songwnter Robn Pednolcfs existential-

the most oMfiaJt thing to fcsten to on the rec ord

ist lyncrsm throughout

The sounds of frantic and lamng horns symbol-

The best aspect of the movie was its raw

ize somethng traumatic happemtg to the nan

comedy Forget cute Itde one-kners that have

character of the atom

women cogging n the theatre whle the guys

The band's new direction is made apparent
right away «*th atom opener "Montezuma."

than the gds

a song about rejec ting matenaterx ways and

Sttng through the ntentnnal mess of

panfuty wart for the creeks to rol because

being unhappy about the way ite 6 gong This

horns of "An Argument" rs extremely rewarding

n some cases, men mght be laughngeven

a theme throughout "Hopelessness Blues.*

as it flows beauofulr' into The Beatles esque

harder than the women JudJ Apatow. the
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which can be read as a loose concept atom

See FOOD | Page 8

THIS WEEK IH TOLEDO

The altum's tide trad continues the theme

Seo ALBUM | Page S

THIS WEEK IN TOLEDO

The cirque is coming to town

Toledo party celebrates MidrJe East

The Huntington Center will sponsor the acrabatic show "Cirque Du Soleil...

The Global Educations Campaign the South Asia Peace Foundation

Alegria" this week Tickets cost between $37 and $92 and can be purchased on

and the Toledo-Hyderabad Sister City Company Committee wi put

Ticketmaster. Showtimes are Wednesday 7:30 p.m., Thursday 7:30 p.m., Friday

together a Basant Party to celebrate the Wan-Pakistani tradrtionwel-

and Saturday at 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 1 and 5 p.m.

coming the spring season It wi be at Erie Street Market on Saturday.
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THEY SAID IT
'Please enjoy making fun
of me on the
Worid Wide Web."
-Matthew Perry

FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY Lff

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"I was walking to the education building and there was no one on campus."
- Melissa Snively said, on the decrease in enrollment of on-campus students [see story, pg. 1]
Wedneiday.Mayl8.Mll4

Where do you think the new shuttle buses should run7

rHE STREET

Copper Beach

"Copper Beach and

"Walmart"

"Anywhere off

K
^

Walmart."

campus"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
JERRAD
COTTON.
Senior,
Aviation

school year brings new
understanding

check us out online @
www.

BGViews

com

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Methods of interrogation are un-American

Transition home after

dissect, and deconstruct
arguments in order to
understand and evaluate
them. In light of this goal,
this method of deconslruction may be taken to
the point of theory. It can
College is often a time of be taken to the extent that
searching and questions. everything is considered to
If you are a student at the be nothing. To think of this
University, you have prob- visually, 1 imagine a clock.
ably been asked to "think When the clock is running,
critically'' more times than you can see that it tells the
time. If you take the clock
you can count.
As we continue from the and pull it apart so that it
close of this academic year. is only pieces, the clock no
it is likely that many stu- longer tells the timeand you
dents, especially freshmen, can even say that it is no lonare asking themselves gut ger a clock. This is how the
wrenching questions about destructive goal is reached.
existence, identity and the Ihe user goes through life
meaning of life." I remem- with the purpose of deconber coming to the University structing everything others
and making the transition claim to be true. The goal is
into college life my fresh to prove that the only truth
man year, only to leave for is that nothing is true.
the summer to transition
The second goal that may
into life at home. However, be taken is constructive.
as anyone who has gone This goal seeks the truth
to college or can recall any through the analysis of
other life transition can tell arguments. Deconstruction
you, there is not really a tran- may be used as a method of
sition back. Ihe transition understanding an argument
is always forward, doing but not a theory. In this case,
home is not the same as it the clock is taken apart to
was because you are taking see how it works and then
everything from this new put back together. The clock
experience hack with you.
is recognized not merely as
During the first year pieces, but as a clock that
experience and going home tells the time when all of
afterward, I found that it those pieces work together.
was no longer enough for me
I believe in the second
to "be*—1 needed to be able goal, and this is the goal I
to "explain It was no longer encourage you to pursue
enough to think,' I needed as you begin another sumto "know.' You are left with a mer and another transition.
challenge, as popular speak- Explore, question, analyze
er and writer Christopher and take things apart to see
West slates: "The truth is not how they work, but do not
afraid of your quest ions. The stop with all the pieces scatquestion is, are you afraid of tered on your workbench.
the truth?"
Put them back together with
Critical thinking is an new understanding. Clearly
ongoing challenge to ques- the world and life are more
tion and analyze. This may than nothing. In short, do
be done with one of two not be afraid of questions
goals in mind One of the and do not be afraid to seek
goals that may be undertak- the truth.
en is destructive. In learning
to think critically, students
Respond to Alicia at
are encouraged to analyze.
tliencuis@bgnctvs.com

Street? Or a suggestion tor

NICKMONNIN
Senior,
Aviation

MCKINZEY
THOMPSON,
Junior,
Biology

JOELBORTON
Junior.
Aviation

MATTHEW THACKER
COLUMNIST

♦Ik

Since President Obama
announced on May 1 that a
team of Navy SEALs—on
orders from the president—
killed Osama bin Laden, many
cont roversial issueshave taken
center stage in the American
political discussion.
There are those who want
to give all of the credit to former President George W. Bush
(even though he spent seven
years not getting bin Laden).
There are those who make a
big deal out of the fact that bin
Laden was not armed when
he was executed by American
forces. (I would point out
that he also was not armed
when he caused the death of
more than 3,000 Americans
on Sept. II, 2001), Then there
are the conspiracy theorists
who, almost immediately
after President Obama made
the announcement about bin
I .ulen's execution, were saying that it was all a hoax and
he is not actually dead. This
is directly contradicted by the
fact that even al-Qaeda has
admitted that OBI. was killed.
One issue has re-emerged,
however, which really gets
my goat and that is the use
of "enhanced interrogation
techniques" in interrogat-

people who had killed many vain because our ultimate
Americans and are always goal of killing OBL was accomplotting to kill more. "They plished. That being said, even
didn't have mercy on us when if it becomes an indisputable
they intentionally killed 3,000 fact that torturing detainees
of our citizens on 9/11," one led to the finding and assassiof my friends said to me. So 1 nation of OBI. I still think that
asked him the question that torture is wrong.
The fact is OBL was old
I posed to you earlier. "Who
do we want America to be?" and sick—he has been on
The fact is, they are terrorists. kidney dialysis for about ten
Their goal is to kill innocent years—and would have died
people and strike terror into eventually anyway. Besides
the hearts of good, decent that, torture most often (and
folks—hence the term "terror- this is not a fact, just comist." We, on the other hand, are mon sense) wields inaccurate
America. The "bright, shining information—if you pull out
fingernails
city on the hill," as Ronald someone's
they will tell you they are
Reagan once put it.
We are supposed to be a from Mars and have a pet
model of civility, respect and giraffe named Herbert to
justice for the rest of the world. get you to stop.
All-in-all, 1 feel like findWe arc supposed to be the ultimate "good guys"—a nation of ing and killing the world's
most notorious terrorist was
idealists and humanitarians.
If we let the terrorists a great day for America, but it
change that, then haven't they is not worth the price of our
ultimately achieved their ter- collective soul. It is not worth
rorist goals?
becoming the thing which we
Keep in mind that like most most despise.
Terrorists torture people,
of the nation, I could not help
but be ecstatic about the death and I feel like if we act like
of OBL—although celebrating the terrorists, with no regard
anyone's death is totally out of for human rights (not to mencharacter for me—because it tion the Geneva Convention
meant that the families who which forbids any country
lost loved ones on 9/11 may be from using torture as a means
able to finally achieve some to acquire information), then
sort of closure. 1 also cheered we in a sense become terrorOBL's death because it means ists ourselves and that, to me,
t hat the brave men and women is unacceptable.
who have made the ultimate
sacrifice fighting in America's
Respond to Matthew at
longest war did not do so in
thenews@bgnews.com

ing terror suspects. First off,
I hate the term "enhanced
interrogation techniques."
Why don't we call it what it
actually is... torture? Many
pundits, coincidentally these
are primarily the same ones
who want to give Dubya all
the credit, have been arguing
that the information which
led our forces to OBL was
obtained through torture at
the federal terrorists detention
center at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. Other pundits, usually the ones like me who feel
that the majority of the credit
for OBL's death goes to the
brave men and women of our
Armed Forces and President
Obama, say that it is extremely
short-sighted to try to credit
the information about OBLs
location to any one source
because this knowledge, most
likely, came from many sources over the course of several
years. Personally, I feel like
looking at the issue of where
the information came from is
a moot point. The question
should be, "Who do we want
America to be?"
This is an argument that
I used to have with friends
and family about three times
a week back when President
Bush and his cronies were
defending the use of torture to
glean information from suspected terrorists on a regular
basis. I would always make
the point that these people
(suspected terrorists) were bad

Remember summer events with music, photos
First, I like the idea of creating a summer soundtrack. 1
put together about 20 songs
on a CD and have it in my car
at all times. I burn replicas
of the CD for my friends so
they can sing along whenWhen we were younger, sum- ever they are in my car. Not
mers seemed to last forever. only does this CD create an
Now we are older and they anthem for Ihe summer, but
seem to be over in the blink it encases the summer into
of an eye.
your memory with every hook
I've tried to stop time, but it or chorus. Every time I pop in
doesn't really work. No matter my past summer CDs, they
what we do we can't stop get- take me back to memories of
ting older, but we can make past years.
the most of our youth. To me,
Another great way to make
the school year is time for me the summer one you will
to be an adult; the summer is remember forever is to cretime for me to be a kid.
ate a digital photo album.
In the past few years I have Take pictures! What better
developed a few ways to get way to relive great moments
the most out of the summers than with a bunch of ridicuI have left before I enter my lous photos of you and your
career and become a full- friends doing the stupid stuff
time adult.
you love to do? You may not

be able to remember what
you did some nights, but
the camera on your phone
will give you some evidence.
Whether it be at the end of the
summer or 30 years from now,
you will be able to take a gander at these pictures, laugh at
yourself and relive the great
moments.
I am trying out one final
idea this summer to help me
get the most out of my days
of freedom. Every day I text a
friend the day of summer and
then anything else I would
like to tell them. For example,
if it has been a week since the
semester ended I would send
"Day 7." 1 believe this will make
you reflect on every single day.
I recall, in past years, missing large blocks of time and
thinking 'Wow, summer is
almost over." Now 1 acknowledge the day before it passes

and 1 am getting closer to a
friend.
Around March every year I
become very nostalgic about
summer and I just cannot
wait to be out of classes and
be in the warm sun. I begin
to reminisce about past summers and wish 1 would not
have taken those days for
granted.
This year, I am trying to
get the most out of this time
of freedom. I plan on being
more spontaneous. Whenever
my friends call me at 1 a.m. to
go to Denny's or some abandoned building, I'm going
to put sleep aside and take
advantage of being young. As
long as the summer CD is
playing, I'll be down with any
sort of adventure.
Respond to Stephan at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor:

FIND OUT WHAT BGYIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Email us at thenewse>bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419 372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed as
space on the Opinion Page permits.
Additional Letters to the Editor or
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online Name, year and phone
number should be included for verification purposes. Personal attack
unverified information or anonymous
submissions wi not be printed

attachment to thenews;"bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
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Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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CATCH THE PULSE ON FACEBOOK
Follow Tlu' Pulse / The BG News
on Facebook for your daily dose
of Pulse entertainment news.
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"METAL GEAR
SOLID: RISING"

Out in July
VIDEOGAMES
"The Legend of Zelda:
Ocarina of Time" - June

ALBUMS
Brad Paisley - "This Is
Country Music"
Out May 24

MOVIES
"The Hangover: Part II"
Opening May 26

TELEVISION
"100 Questions"
Premieres May 27

"X-Men: First Class"
Opening June 3

"America's Got Talent"
Premieres May 31

"Mr. Popper's Penguins''
Opening June 17

"Hot In Cleveland"
Premieres June 16

"Green Lantern"
Opening June 17

"The Gates'"
Premieres June 20

"Horrible Bosses"
Opening July 8

"VW-eds'
Premieres June 27

Death Cab For Cutie "Codes and Keys"
Out May 31

"Bossypants" by Tina Fey
Available now
"In The Garden of Beasts"
by Erik Larson
Available now

Lil Wayne - "Tha Carter IV"
Out June 21

r.i

ritmrti

"Bachelor Pad"
Premieres August 9

BOOKS
"Now You See Her" by
"Lies That Chelsea Handler James Patterson
Told Me" by Chelsea
Available June 27
Handler
Available now

David Cook - This Loud
Morning'1!
Out June 28

"Does The Noise In My
Head Bother You?: A
Rock 'n' Roll Memoir" by
Steven Tyler
Available now

3 Doors Down - "Time of
My Life"
Out July 19

"Full Dark, No Stars" by
Stephen King
Available May 24

Mary J. Blige - "My Life II,
The Journey"
Out September 20

Easy ways to take a road trip worry free
mer made me anxious and
worried. Even i hough glutenv\
free diets are ;ill the rage for
their "detox-abilities," there's
a huge difference between
choosing a diet and adhering
to a specific diet for health
While many love summer for reasons, I hose who suffei
its breezy nights, lazy days from Celiac disease and other
and fresh tomatoes, I love gluten intolerances cannot
summer road trips. Prom digest wheat, barley, rye, and
one-tank adventures to coast- oats. In fact, their bodies see
to-coast jaunts, 1 can't imag- these nutrients as enemies
ine a summer without at least they must tight against, leadsome time behind the wheel ing to many painful results.
Determined to find hope
with the windows down and
in my husband's diagnosis,
the radio cranked.
Obviously, though, my we've tested and found some
favorite part is eating. I live gluten free solutions durfor sandwiches made from ing day trips that will make
the passenger seat and fruit traveling longer distances
from roadside stands. And this summer almost as easy
even weeks before a trip, 1 as before. While these are
will spend days research- smart practices for all highing local restaurants and way travelers, it's reassuring
plotting side trips that usu- to know that gluten free diets
ally involve local markets or can be accommodated, even
on the road.
chocolate factories.
Pack a cooler: Whether
But after my husband was
diagnosed with a gluten we're visiting family in
intolerance this spring, the Cleveland or heading to West
thought of traveling this sum Virginia to meet up with old
AMANDA McGUIRE
RZICZNEK

friends, we always pack a
cooler stocked with gluten free essentials such as
cereal, fruit, chips, cheeses,
condiments, bread, and
Hoar's Mead lunchmeat
(most Hoar's I lead products
are gluten free and easily available at Stimmel's
Market.) As we explore cities and come across markets, we continue to add
to the cooler. And if we
ever run into a situation
where a menu isn't gluten
free friendly, we are never
without food. Regardless of
dietary restrictions, packing our own meals is a
lot more economical and
helps us avoid unhealthy
last food.
Know your resources: It's
probably the Composition
teacher in me, but I am
addicted to research. 1
could set up camp at the
lerome Library—sleeping
bag and all. KBSCOhost

MEDIA
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WHAT ZACH GASE THINKS:
WHAT BRADFORD MILLER THINKS:
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With a perfect cast, amazing diectwn and

Hkddbun
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for grH anymore
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mi ng it overwhelmrigly depressing
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The best e*ample ol this would be the

unorthodox knad for makng people smle In

win beautiful melodes and perfectly executed

fJmaK. "The Shme/An Argument,' n which

the case of Bridesmaids, she solidrtes her talent

harmonies which sound nosiatyc but at the
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by creating genumery Kroy laughs And wrth

same tme, fresh and somethng Iw never

temWe suntght /Al diffuse lie dm abuse the

He Mava Rudolph (SNL). Mekssa

heard belore

sun is hall its size / When you tat you hardly

But hopelessness Bk*s" is a venture from

..■MoK}.WendiMdBidonCovey (Reno 911) aid Rose Bryne (Damages),

even look m my eyes

it almost feels lie you're with the guys, rather

the* previous wort as made dear by lead

I he enring of" The Shme/An Argument" s

snger/songwntef Refer Pectnolds ews'ental-

the most difficult thmg to listen to on the record

istiyncwtlYOughout

The sounds of frantic and tarring horns symbol-

The best aspect of the mewe was its raw

ize something traumatic happenng to the man

comedy Forget cute forje one-lmers that have

character of the abum

-omen gqglmg n the theatre while the guys

The band's new direction rs made apparent
nqht away with album opener "Montezuma'

fanfjie its

a song about rejecting matenakw ways and

Siting through the ntenhonal mess of

pamfuly wart for the credits to rol because

being unhappy about the way Me 6 going Tha

horns of 'An Argument" c, e»tremefy rew*dng

ir some cases, men might be laughng even
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The cirque is coming to town

Toledo party celebrates Middle East

The Huntington Center will sponsor the actabatic show "Cirque Du Soleil..

The Global Educations Campaign, the South Asia Peace Foundation

Alegria" this week. Tickets cost between $57 and $92 and can be purchased on

and the Toledo-Hyderabad Sister City Company Committee wt put

Ticketmaster. Showtimes are Wednesday 7:30 p.m, Thutsday 7:30 p.m.. Friday

together a Basant Party to celebrate the InrJan-Pakistani tiattexi welcoming tnespnngseastxi k will be at Ere Stteet Market on Satttrday

and Saturday at 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 1 and 5 p.m.
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Red Wings show
resiliancy In series
against Sharks

short
Statistically it should have come
as no surprise that the Detroit Red
Wings fought back from a 3-0 series
deficit against the San Jose Sharks.
For a team that has made 25 postseason appearances in the last 27
seasons and has a current roster that
combines for over 30 Stanley Cup
rings, it was only logical that the
Wings took it to game seven.
The Red Wings top the charts with
the most Stanley Cup wins under
their belt among American teams
with a total of 11. At the opposite
end of the spectrum sat the San lose
Sharks, looking for their first appearance in the Stanley Cup Finals.
The Sharks took a 3-0 lead in the
series by outscoring the Wings by a
goal in each game.
On the brink of elimination, the
Wings finally came up with a victory
in game four, and they earned themselves another shot.
After not only proving themselves
successful in game four, they continued to rally back by winning
games five and six to force a decisive game seven.
If the Wings were to win game
seven, they would have become the
fourth team in NHL history to come
back from 3-0 and win the series.
The teams they would have
joined are the Toronto Maple
Leafs, New York Islanders, and the
Philadelphia Flyers. These teams
represent the successful 1.8 percent
of the 167 attempted clubs to make
a comeback across all major professional sports leagues.
Of the Red Wings current roster, 22
players have game seven experience,
particularly defensemen Nicklas
Lidstrom and Brian Rafalski, who
have made eight appearances. This
game seven was the team's fourth in
three playoff years.
Battling back from a 3-0 series for
any NHL team is something to commend, but to see the Red Wings do it
would add an element of realism that
they are more than what people give
them credit.
The Red Wings catch a lot of heat
for being an older based team. With
that being said, the fact that they
were able to overcome the odds and
push a game seven shows the dedication and skill of veteran players.
Not to mention the potential retireSee COLUMN | Page 7

Straight Midwest
Universities Cups won
by the BG rugby team

Consecutive MAC
titles won by the
BG rugby team

1,41

Points scored by the BGSU Rugby team this year

Points-per-game averaged
in 38 games

Average margin of
victory in 34 wins

Despite falling in Final Four, rugby team feels sport is getting more recognition on campus
11
ByRyanSatkowiik
Sports Editor

In a setting the team had not experienced this millennium, the
Falcon rugby team was unable to come up with one of the biggest
wins in program history.
Playing in the Final Four for the first time since 1998, the Falcons
fell to west coast power UC Santa Barbara 30-3 last Friday in
Stanford, Calif. A win would have gotten the Falcons into the title
game against Davenport, whom the Falcons had already beaten
twice this season.
"Having played Davenport twice and having beaten them pretty
badly, it kind of sucks knowing that if we beat UC Santa Barbara, we
could've had a nice little run there," said center-wing Max Narewski.
Despite the negative result of the trip to California, the team was
glad to have gotten the experience both on the field and off which
the trip gave them.
"It's obviously something that you strive for all season ... it was
good publicity for the team on campus," said center Dominic Mauer.
The Falcons once again had a strong season, posting a 34-4

record this season. They won the Mid-America Conference for
the 30th year in a row, and were ranked No. 1 in the nation for
much of the year.
They accomplished all of that while dealing with several injuries.
All-American and National Collegiate MVP Rocco Mauer missed
much of the year due to injury, while the Falcons had several other
players miss time with ailments.
While the Falcons record was impressive, the four losses were
more than half of the seven losses the team had accumulated during the three previous seasons combined. Dominic Mauer said the
team kept fighting through the long season to be successful.
"It was a long (season), starting out in fall and going all the way to
nationals. We definitely had our ups and downs," he said. "We had
that loss against Notre Dame that wasn't expected, but we were able
to rebound and win the Midwest."
It was the fourth consecutive year that the Falcons won the Midwest
Universities Cup. The Falcons also had three players named as AllAmerican: Rocco and Dominic Mauer and Nick Viviani, who led the
See RUGBY I Page 7

Baseball drops two games to Kent State in rain-shortened series
ByNickMwtow
Reporter

The Falcons could not match the
offensive firepower of Kent State
this weekend in two Mid-American
Conference games played at Stellar
Field, resulting in a pair of losses.
The Golden Flashes outhit the
Falcons 35-13 on the weekend.
The losses bring the Falcons' MAC
record to 10-13 (18-28 overall), which
is good for third in the MAC East and
a spot in the conference tournament.
Game one took a season-long three
hours and 43 minutes to complete,
ending in a football score of 17-10.
Kent's pitching staff came into the
weekend touting a 2.44 ERA. The 10
Falcons' runs were the most a MAC
team has scored against the Golden
Flashes all season.

FACEBOOK

Kent struck first in the opening
inning on a wild pitch from Falcon
starter Cody Apthorpe.
The Falcons did not take long to
respond. In the bottom of the first,
designated hitter Jeremy Shay hit a
three-run shot over the right field
fence, putting the Falcons at 3-1.
"It felt good," Shay said.

Falcon shortstop Jon Berti made
a jumping grab in the top of the
second using every inch of his 5 foot
10 inch frame to reach a liner hit by
Kent's T.J.Sutton.
Berti was also a bright spot in the
offense, going 2-for-4 with an RBI.
Kent went at 5-3 in the third, scoring two runs on three hits.
A debacle in the fourth put the
See BASEBALL | Page 7

BYRON MACK I THEBGWWS
TAG: Pitcher Nick Bruin tags out Kent State's George Roberts during Saturday's game
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TRACK AND FIELD

BASEBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons finish Hth, wn three medais

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BG trad and field team mnduded to 2011

Former BG rAcreFBurkreadeffibp picked up

department on Facebook. Log on to
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Bryce Williamson overcomes injuries to produce for Falcons
ByRyanSMkowiali
Sports Ediot

While Bryce Williamson didn't
post the same prolific offensive statistics that he did in
junior hockey, the freshman
from Seba Beach, Alberta,
came on strong in the second
half of the season to have a
strong freshman campaign for
the Falcons.
A former 40-goal scorer
with the St, Albert Steel of the
Alberta Junior 1 lockey League,
Williamson scored five goals
and registered two assists in 31
games this past season. None
of those goals were bigger than
the one he scored March 6
against Northern Michigan.
In the second overtime of
game three during the Falcons'
first-round Central Collegiate
1 lockey Assoriatkai playoffseries
against the Wildcats, he hammered home the rebound off
lake Sloat's shot from the point to

give the Falcons their first playoff the team's stretch run.
the case for a lot of other kids
"He seemed to have more gas too," Williamson said. "And
series victory since 2008.
"It's definitely going to be in the tank... I think he was then last summer when I
up there (in biggest goals of able to rest his body a tittle bit. found out about the coaching
my career),'' Williamson said not because he wanted to but change, I think it made me
because he had gotten dinged more excited to come down
after the game.
Williamson
struggled up," Bergeron said.
and meet everyone.
through injuries and inconsis"When I came down to
All five of Williamson's
tencies during the first half of goals came after the calendar Bowling Green I just fell in love
the season, missing 10 games turned to 2011. Three of those with the place, the fact that it's
while dealing with a concus- five were scored in the Falcons' just a great college town. It's a
big school and they have the
five postseason games.
sion and shoulder injury.
"He
struggled
from program that I want to get into,
"I think that I started off
kind of slow, getting used to September to Christmastime so I think that everything just
everything the college game adjusting to the college game fell into place for me."
had to offer... it was just a little and how hard you have to comWith a year of experience
bit of an adjustment for me," pete on a daily basis," Bergeron under his belt, Williamson
Williamson said. "And then any said. "Now he seemed to play is hoping he can help the
injury is tough, especially when his best hockey at the end ... Falcons make another signifiit's something like (a concus- he knows that it's an extremely cant step back to respectability
sion) because I think it makes big summer."
next season.
"It's hard to put a number on
He said that a combination
you a little more timid at first."
Despite the injury, head of the program, the school it in terms of wins and losses...
coach Chris Bergeron said and the community got him but I hope we can start to turn
he thinks that Williamson to attend the University.
this program around and start
missing a chunk of games
"I thought that it would be making people want to come
in the middle of the season a great opportunity for me to out and watch Falcon hockey
helped to keep him fresh for step in and play, which was again," he said.

BYR0MM»CK

Softball bob for bright spots amid tough season BASEBALL
From Page 6

By Bobby Waddle
Reporter

The Falcon softball team
may not be heading to the
Mid-American Conference
Tournament, but it regained
its footing at the end of a
rough season through a series
of wins and recognition for
individual players.
With a 6-15 record in MAC
play and 12-32 overall record,
the team finished the season by defeating Akron 7-3 at
home last Sunday to win five
of its last six games.
The win was the second part
of a weekend sweep, with a 3-2
victory the day before from a
home-run by sophomore first
baseman Paige Berger, scoring
three runs to win the game
and ending the Zips' chances
to enter the MAC Tournament.
Nevertheless, the Falcon's
1-14 record at the beginning
of MAC play prevented it from
advancing to postseason

RUGBY
From Page 6
team in total points for the
fourth consecutive season.
While the team has been
consistently one of the most
successful teams on campus—they have compiled a
107-7-1 record the previous
three seasons—many of the
players feel that the team, and
the sport of rugby in general,
doesn't get as much publicity
as they feel it deserves.
However, Narewski feels
that if the team continues to be a national title
contender, more fans will
begin to pay attention to
what the team is doing.
"We're not a very wellknown sport among the
general public ... but I feel

games.
"We had bright moments in all three
Head coach Shannon
Salsburg said it was a struggle
aspects. We simply need a way to put
to achieve consistency in putthem together... more often."
ting together three important
aspects of the game-hitting,
Shannon Salsburg | BG Softball Coach
defense and pitching-until the
end of the season.
"We had bright moments in daily in clutch spots, is huge."
"(Amey) became the general
all three aspects," Salsburg said.
Salsburg added that the of our outfield," she added. "If
"We simply need a way to put awards were a credit to a ball was hit anywhere near
them together... more often."
the team as well as Berger her, you always knew we had a
Salsburgnamt'dthe Falcon's and Lines.
chance to make the play."
home sweep of Ball State at the
"You can only garner honUp-and-coming players
beginning of the month one of ors with the help of your include freshmen catcher/
the season's highlights, best- teammates," she said. "It infielder Erika Stratton and
ing the conference leader 7-6 was a testament to the fact infielder Katie Yoho.
and fi-4 in games that lasted 12 that our team didn't ever
Salsburg said Yoho susand 14 innings.
tained a foot injury that kept
quit playing hard."
Berger and senior pitcher
Other standout players her from working out in the
Zada Lines were rewarded included junior outfielder fall. Despite initial troubles at
for their efforts'at the end Kachl+Proettf arid senior out- bat. she ended n> getting some
of the season, being named fielder Lindsay Arney.
crucial hits for the team.
the MAC Fast Division
"(Proehl) was a constant for
Salsburg added Stratton is
Player of the Week and us offensively," Salsburg said. likely to develop into a great
Pitcher of the Week.
"She also came up with some hitter as well as a catcher.
"Paige is our leader," Salsburg big plays defensively for us
"Stratton is a fantastic catchsaid. "She plays an outstanding throwing a number of runners er," Salsburg said. "She has a
first base and her hitting espe- out at home this year.
cannon of an arm."

if we keep being national
contenders year after year
and finally get (a national
title) under our belts then 1
feel we'll be right up there
with the football, and even
women's basketball teams
(in popularity)."
The increased attention
is something that Dominic
Mauer is already beginning
to notice.
"We definitely had a lot
more people come out to
our games this year, and on
campus I would be wearing
a rugby jacket and people
would just ask me about it,"
he said. "Everyyearour numbers are going up in recruits
... more and more people
want to find out what rugby
is about and I think when
they see the No. 1 ranking
that will for sure help."

Shamrock Village Studios
"worth every shilling"
• starting at $425.00
Excellent
Condition.
FEATURES:
Must see!

COLUMN

tory for the Red Wings.
Outplayed and outscored,
the Wings were down 2-1
From Page 6
after two periods. They also
ment of defenseman Nicklas had to deal with the loss of
Lidstrom would cause a forwards Todd Bertuzzi and
great detriment to the Red Dan Cleary.
Wings' club.
Both players left with upper
The 40-year-old from body injuries: Bertuzzi when
Sweden has quite the resume he collided with Danylleatley
when it comes to hockey: four and Clearly when he ran into
Stanley Cups, including the teammate Jiri Hudler.
While the Wings were not
Conn Smyt he Trophy for most
valuable in the 2002 playoffs. able to make a historic comeHe also won an Olympic gold back, the series showed that
medal in 2006 and six Norris even though they are older,
Trophies as the NHL's top they are still one of the strondefenseman, among others.
gest teams in the league.
On the other side of the
Lidstrom's decision to
ice, the Sharks will take on
retire will be made by July 1.
To the surprise of some President's Trophy winner
and the disappointment Vancouver in the Western
of many, the Hockey Town Conference Finals. Each team
turnaround was not enough is looking for its first Stanley
to clench an important vic- Cup in franchise history.

IM-B(, HI .'<'

SHOT: Bryce WitUmson shoots the puck in a game last season.

game out of reach for
the Falcons.
A hit batsman, an error
by Berti and a single by
second baseman Derek
Toadvine, loaded the bases
for Kent with one out.
Arthorpe then walked in a
run ending his outing after
3 1/3 innings.
Pitcher Mike Frank relieved
Arthorpe, onlytogiveupthree
more walks, two hits and sue
runs in 1/3 innings. Three of
the runs came from base runners allowed by Arthorpe.
Ben Singer replaced Frank
and was finally able to end
the inning on a fielder's
choice. The total damage
was etched into the books as
seven runs scored on three
hits and an error, giving Kent
a 10-3 lead.
Falcon manager Danny
Schmitz commented on the
danger in giving good teams
free bases.
"When you're playing
against a good team, and you
give them extra opportunities,
that's what good teams do ...
they capitalize," Schmitz said.
Falcons would never
recover from the fourth.
While scoring five runs in
their last six at-bats, Kent
State tagged the Falcons'
bullpen for another seven.
The bottom of the ninth
provided some excitement
for Falcon fans when pinchhitter Matt Vannet hit a tworun homer.
"It felt pretty good, 2-0 pitch,
figured he'd want to bring
something over for a strike ...
if he gave me something to
hit I was going to put my best
swing on it," Vannet said. "I
put my best swing on it, and it
went over the fence."
The homer was the first of
Vannet's college career.
Game two was all Kent State.
With a gem of a performance

pitched by Kyle 1 lallock. and
efficient two-out hitting the
Golden Flashes shutout the
Falcons 8-0.
Hallock tossed 8 1/3
innings, giving up only five
hits while striking out a season-high 10 batters.
"I thought Hallock was
outstanding," Schmitz said.
"He had command of all
three pitches."
Kent scored three runs both
in the first and third innings
on Falcon starting pitcher
Nick Bruns, giving them a 60 lead. The Golden Flashes
were 7-for-9 hitting with two
outs during the spaa
Ross Gerdeman entered for
Bruns with two outs in the top
of the third. Gerdeman would
pitch 5 1/3 innings, giving up
no runs while striking out six
Golden Flashes.
"Getting ahead' keeps
the batter thinking," said
(ierdeman. "When I stayed
ahead I kept them off balance
and got outs."
Schmitz said Gerdeman
gave the Falcons a chance by
stopping the bleeding: "He
did exactly what his job and
role was today, and that is to
hold the fort as we call it... he
was outstanding."
The Falcons' failure to
come up with two-out base
hits several times proved
costly, leaving a total of six
men on base.
"When you get the opportunity to drive in runs, obviously, you have to step up and
help your team out," Duncan
said. "I give (Hallock) a lot of
credit, hats off to him."
Duncan claimed one of five
hits for the Falcons in the second game.
Sunday's game was canceled due to inclement
weather and will not be
rescheduled. The special
observance of the senior
players, which was set to take
place on the field Sunday,
will now take place Tuesday
against Cleveland State.

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses 8r Apartments
in Good Locations!

• Free wireless inlernet
•Fully equipped kitchen
• Full bath
•Includes all utilities
•Fully Furnished
•Semester/Summer/
Year leases available

Available for 2011-2012
• We have Efficiencies. 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY)

{ JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INCTV

V

On**
419.354.0071
1724LWNSttr
www.shamrocltbg.C8m
•mall: lifB@shamraclnj.cM

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Un F
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

»
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The Daily Crossword Fix
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From Page 5
bag and all. EBSCOhost and Google are my
best friends. Recently during a research
endeavor I stumbled upon Gluten Free
Registry (vAvw.glutenfreeregistry.com), a
website devoted to connect patrons with
gluten free restaurants, markets and businesses across the country. Of course, I
cross-refer with restaurants' websites.
Many restaurants post their menus online
and denote dishes that are gluten free,
vegan, vegetarian and/or lactose free.
However, it's smart to call restaurants and
double-check that they have the required
dietary options. Finally, we make reservations to ensure we won't get turned away
from the few places we can dine at safely. (1
recommend making reservations, even if
there are no food intolerances or allergies,
especially on holiday weekends.)
Be assertive: In our travels we've found
that many restaurants are accommodating when it comes to food intolerances and
allergies. It's just about asking the right
questions and listening to the answers. If
we ever feel unsure, we either ask if we can
bring in our own salad dressing or condiments or we find a different restaurant.
Most restaurants cater to the customer.
Above all, have fun. I've found that having a full cooler, a list of trustworthy restaurants, a reservation or two, and knowledge that leads to flexibility lets me relax,
close my eyes (if I'm not driving), and
enjoy where the road takes us.

"Blue Spotted Taf 6 one of the most moving songs I've ever head The
most stnpped down song on the record rs also the most powerful because
rVdraUs vulnerable vocals are hrour^ to die front wroS the spar^
guitar perfecting oxplernentng he beautiful yet hopefesdy depressng tyn-

the frightened part of me that s fattdtopretenoT
The Heel Fates have put together another pheromendreoard that s sure
to gamer just as much acclaim as the* delxrt "H^elessness Bte" shows the

bands to come out in the past decade

MOVIE
From Page 5
r^rxocb^.atnKfitinfiisesWiKjandtte

ACROSS

or Superb*! the corneck ornrg rs f^rfert the buc^ are cjenune and the
situations an? cornpletefy nrJoious Not to mention the chermtry between
cast mates s spot on
Men coukJ learn a lesson or two from the movie Women aren't always
perfect, dean and respectful « stressful situations Ike men may thnk. In fact,
it just goes to show you that women can be just as nsane and national if not
more so In a completely respectful way. of course
Though there may be afew hrt^-mrss jokes and situations, cue the street
defecation and violent vcmtng: Wig hits her mart; with an almost effortless
ease, grvmg the mcwe a hfenousfy satisfying experience
Bndesmads also bded out on snagging drector Paul Fieg (The Office)
He knows exactry how long to keep a scene njnmx] n order to get the ful
affect of comeoV and heart which rs not an easy task It's also great to see
women prominent in comedy With the genre and business pnmariy a boys
dub. Wig and mends prove that you don't need testosterone to be funny.

Community feel available at parks, Farmers' Market, other attractions
a way that we can do things
Puke Reporter
together and create a sense of
community and togetherness.''
The last multiple choice test
The Slippery Elm Trail
has been bubbled in. The final extends from North Baltimore
lackluster PowerPoint pre- to Bowling Green and is a
sentation has been given. For place to bike for exercise or
seniors the last tassel has been roller blade with friends.
turned. Summertime has
Scott Williams graduated
reached the city limits.
from the University last year
Although a vast number of and works as the webmaster
students have gone home, the for the Sentinel-Tribune. He
city does not become a ghost has made use of the trail over
town. There are numerous the last four years.
things to do that will keep
"The trail appeals to many
people entertained.
local cyclists, runners and resi"TW fctry is home to many dents who want a nice quiet
parks that can accommodate walk." Williams said. "Not only
a range of activities. Baldwin is it a great outlet for exercise,
Woods hosts a nature preserve but the trail stretches across a
and provides a place for a hike- number of towns, providing a
ing. Bellard Park has a butter- connection for the area."
fly garden, and Carter Park has
The Farmers' Market brings
an 18-hole disc golf course as fresh vegetables, plants and
well as sand volleyball courts.
baked goods downtown every
Senior Joy Ashton said she Wednesday over the sumloves going to the parks to run mer. It is a way to celebrate the
or to read in the sunlight.
area's agricultural history and
The parks bring college bring some of the best homestudents and the residents of grown food back to your home.
BG together," Ashton said "It's
Recent University gradu-

ate Kelsey Adams has taken
advantage of the market.
"The people are super
friendly and are knowledgeable about how to make different meals with the ingredients.
They're very helpful," she said.
Fireworks will also be at the
intramural fields July 4.
Senior Alesia Hill enjoys the
fireworks every year.
"I love fireworks," Hill said.
"My birthday is July 3, and
while the nation thinks that
they are celebrating the independence of our country,
they are actually celebrating
my birthday."
Al-Mar Lanes and Varsity
Lanes on Main Street offer
places to bowl. To perfect your
swing, go to the golf course
that is open to the public at
Bowling Green Country Club
and Forrest Creason on the
University's campus.
With the wealth of things
to do in the city, there will be
no watching the grass you just
mowed grow or siding you just
painted dry.
For Sale

419-372-6977

Plaid couch & char - $75,
cherry dining table -$25.
student desk - $30. all OBO
Call Rob at 419-367-9811

Bartending, up to $300/day
No exp. needed, training courses
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174

1 Self-indulgent place for breakfast
4 Complete chaos
9 Opinion column, bnefly
13 Algeria neighbor
14 "Don't be
!"
15 Herr'smate
16 Dusk-to-dawn cramming session
18 Top pick, slangily
19 Bayer : Levitra :: Pfizer: _
20 Holy messenger
22 Training neckwear lor noisy dogs
25 Early Peruvian
28 Bond creator Fleming
29 Bordeaux buddy
30 Sharp to the taste
31 HST predecessor
32 Quaking trees
35
Balls: Hostess snacks
36 "Definitely1"
38 John or Jane, anonymously
39 Materialistic thirtysomethmg
41 The Trojans of the NCAA

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

For Rent

1, I » MR Apartments
12 month leases only
8. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-6917 - 532 Msnvllle Ave
Office open 11-2, Monday-Friday
wwrw.BQApartmanta.com

www.bgsu.edu/counseling

ee our coupon menu at
vpisanellos.com
kuttn

S3

__

-3

BGVSews

1 * 2 BR apts. does to campus,
ideal for grad students, avail, now
& Augl call Gary at 419-352-5414

Speedy C
Burnto -

2 BR apt. half block from BQSU,
$475, Avail NOWI
Call 419-801-3108.
3 BR house on 5th Street,
3 BR duplex on Scott Hamilton
Avail August 2011. Pets welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

SpeeduBurritos.com
A

419-806-4727

tj

BAVE MONEY • EAT MCALTHV

ENTR A N C E
HIND
D 0 M , N^S

4 BR house, 1st block of Manviiie.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239.
4BR house, 2 lull baths, newly
updated, great location!
118 E. Oak. avail July, S1300/mo.
419-308-2676. bgtoledorent com

FREE BURRITO!

425 E. WOOSTER

Fri. & Sal.12pm-3am
.498 beef tacos
$1.99 burritos!

for summer students
(student 1.0 required
exp: 05-19-11 10:00 p.m.)

6 BR house. 916 Third St,
Avail Aug 1. w/D. close to
campus $1500/mo Free parking.
419-308-2676 bgtoledorent com

DiverAe StudentA, DiverAe Concerns

TRIPTI: I chose BG because the Center's philosophy
matched my own values about treating others with
love and respect.

ANSWERS

check us out online @

1*2 Bodroom Apartments
Free Heat & Water1
Large Patio1 Pet Friendly1
(419)353-7715
www.varsityequareapti. com

Nice 1BR, near campus,
Avail August 2011, $425Ano.
CaH 419-352-5882

ROB: I really enjoy getting to know new people,
and I think counseling can be helpful for everyone!

352-5166 I
C

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

"11-12 houses remain, apts/elfic.
all next to campus, 419 353-0325
Car1yflentals.com/some sem only

DARIAN: It's okay to seek help; we can't always do it alone.

58
59
60
61
62
63

F
"«D,f.llVeftV
$6.50 Minimum

203 N. Main

Part-time wait stall S cooks
needed. Apply at LaRoe's in
Grand Rapids, 41O832-3082.

The Counseling Center offers a positive environment to
assist students.

54
55

PISnN€LLO'S|

Effic. apt, half block from BGSU.
$300/mo Includes electric A gas.
Deposit req. Call 419-601-3108

ELI., ROB QUINBY, TRIPTI BHASKAR
iloqy Intern*

50

Bank offer
Like some rights and engrs.
Opposite ot NNW
Digit on a "Magic" ball
Suffer defeat
Longtime "20/20" co-host
Walters
"A Slreelcar Named Desire*
woman
With the bow, in music
Toothless menace described
by the starts of 16-. 22~, 36and 4 6-Across
"Kiss my grits" TV dmer
Mary Tyler
Assistant
Summer quaffs
Weapon tor Zorro
Place, as bricks

STRAIGHT

For Rent

The BGSU Counseling Center welcome* all students
and we value diversity in all its forms.

42
43
44
45
46
49

VOTEI

Days Inn now Wring, all shifts
for front desk and housekeeping.
No calls, apply in person
at 1740 E Wooeter8t.BG.

CONTACT
419.372.2081

Shipped
Skin care giant
Like hand-me-downs
Vegas supervisor
Nonmetaphofical
It lengthens toward
evening
O.T. book before Job
25 Teensy
46 Revealed
26 Half of Mork's farewell 47 Minimal haircuts
27 Agncultural phenome- 48 "iCbmo esta _?"
non sometimes linked 49 Cnmson Tide, to fans
"Star Wars" princess
to UFOs
Lord's mate
31 Antagonist
Absorbed, as costs
32 "Easy as" letters
Bath bathroom
33 Ark-itect?
Flub the shot, say

growth of a great band and puts the Fleet Fo*es up there as one of the best

formula It's almost lice experiencing the conversations from The Hangover

PlzzA'

1 Vacation island south of
Borneo
2 Jazz great Fitzgerald
3 Archie's pel insult lor Edith
4 Comics Viking
5 Sound at a sauna
6 Doggie doc
7 Crater Lake's locale
8 Salmonesque color
9 Turnpike exit
10 Great Plains burrower
11 Hangover locales?
12 Hamilton vs. Burr. e.g. 34
13 Big D hoopster •
36
17 Shah's domain, once 37
21 Turn way jp. as radio 40
volume
42
23 Captain hanged for
44
piracy in 1701
24 Go on a bender
45

•BUSpotKdTaT

By Tyler 5trittmatt*r
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brought to you by

Bowling Green is full of life in summer

The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any Individual or
group on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, dlsabUiry. status as a veteran, or on
the basis ot any other legally protected status.
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WE DELIVER!

